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Breakthrough Design for a Better Customer Experience and Better Economics

Executive Summary
Creating memorable customer experiences requires design that, from the start, addresses how to reliably
deliver at scale.
Effective design goes far beyond the digital veneer to incorporate all the people and processes involved
in a particular customer episode, whether they are customer-facing or backstage.
Economics also matter, and economic imperatives create a constraint that can serve as fuel for better designs.

Customer experiences ranging from the ordinary, in the moment (“Alexa, order me a pizza”) to the life-changing
(“Will my health insurance cover this procedure?”) share a common trait: Their success hinges on excellent
design. And the discipline of design, while not new to business, has ascended as more companies have shifted
from transactional product sales to ongoing services, with the goal of creating longer relationships with customers.
For example, many software products have advanced from single shrink-wrapped items to subscription services
that continually release new improvements and features.
In the experience economy, customers’ expectations keep rising for what constitutes an acceptable experience—
much less an exceptional one. Customers expect an easy, highly personal experience from their bank, telecommunications carrier, healthcare provider, retailer or car dealer, accessible in multiple channels but increasingly
centered on the smartphone. Management teams are under pressure to deliver at an ever-lower cost and at a pace
that matches customers’ expectations.
While the effect of design has been hard to measure, suggestive links between design and business performance
do exist. The Design Management Institute found that design-led, publicly traded companies outperformed the
S&P 500 by 211% over the 10 years ending in 2015.

Design and business performance are linked. For example, the Design Management Institute found that design-led, publicly traded companies outperformed the
S&P 500 by 211% over the 10 years ending in 2015.
Belief in the power of experience design has spread, but acting on that belief has proven difficult. A Bain & Company
global survey of 425 service delivery professionals in 2017 found that 60% erroneously believed that a better customer
experience increases overall costs. Established companies face three broad challenges to delivering effective design:
•

Customers don’t stand still. With technology opening so many new avenues for purchase, usage or communication, it’s difficult for any organization to stay ahead of customers’ expectations. Our survey found that
respondents’ top challenge over the past two years was “changing customer expectations.”

•

The universe of connection points is expanding. Customers may find it useful to interact in more digital
and human channels, but this injects complexity into the task of delivering seamless, consistent service. It
also exacerbates the challenge of mobilizing assets and capabilities that cross organizational silos.

•

New technology is both a blessing and a curse. Too often, companies spend money and resources to hastily
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launch a new mobile application solely because their competitors have one in market, giving short shrift to
the underlying design rationale. They then wonder why the anticipated returns fail to materialize.
Creating memorable, iconic experiences requires design that, from the start, addresses how to reliably deliver
at scale. Leading firms draw from experience that has stood the test of time but has adapted to the realities of
a digital world. They have improved the pace and quality of design by following four principles.

1. Put the customer “episode” front and center.
From the customer’s perspective, the value of an experience goes well beyond the functional benefits of a given product.
Customers will find value in the emotional elements of an offering, such as the ability to make connections, organize one’s life or feel more confident addressing tricky or unfamiliar services. Human-centered design furthers these
potent elements, and a growing number of firms have found the most authentic and practical design unit to be the
customer episode. An episode consists of all the activities that customers and the provider perform to fulfill
the customer’s needs. Episodes range from simple interactions (“I need to change my password”) to multi-step,
multi-party endeavors (“I need finance to buy a house” or “I need to move broadband to my new place”). Customers
assess their experience more on the basis of episodes than on individual touchpoints (see Figure 1).
Some leading firms approach large-scale design efforts by creating a clear taxonomy of episodes, determining
how they fit together and what people, capabilities and systems need to be joined up within each episode. For
example, a North American retail bank now organizes its departments according to major episodes and runs
improvement projects through Agile sprints that systematically test and refine episode features. One crossfunctional team refined the “I want to transfer my balance” episode, generating a tenfold increase in the overall
response rate and volume of customers, worth an additional $20 million per year of revenues.
Figure 1

Designing a customer episode goes well beyond the digital veneer
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2. Design to cover your performers and your economics.
The best design devotes ample attention to employees, contractors and partners who will actually deliver the
experience. (With the advent of artificial intelligence, the notion of performers will increasingly extend to machines,
requiring their own design focus.) Giving each of these performers the right tools, and removing barriers in
their way, goes a long way to raising their motivation and the quality of the experience.
An Asian energy retailer recently designed a new electricity product incorporating several innovative features.
The energy retailer realized that the product’s success depended on redesigning how contact-center agents
would field customers’ questions about product features. During the design effort, the episode team created
separate online interfaces for agents that mirrored the look and feel of what the customer saw, so that it was
simpler for agents to take customers through the features. These agents also joined the design team from the
start to ensure that designs made it easy and desirable for this group to sell and serve the new product.
Executing an episode clearly has cost implications, yet the economics of an episode are largely ignored by
designers, or at best relegated to another group of people for post-design execution. That’s a mistake. Economic
imperatives create a constraint that can serve as fuel for better designs. Several years ago, the Australian broadband
Internet sector went through structural change when the Australian government decided to build and operate
a nationwide, fiber-based access network. One incumbent operator realized that each of its selling and serving
episodes for fixed-line broadband would become unprofitable and could frustrate customers unless the company
dramatically changed how it delivered these episodes. The operator set about redesigning the episodes, with
each design team charged with reaching aggressive cost and customer improvement targets. Tension between
these ambitious targets forced teams to uncover new ways of selling and serving the products. After many rapid iterations, the teams’ designs attained the targets that ensured the operator could remain viable.

3. Design for onstage and backstage.
Design obviously covers what customers see, hear and touch. Besides these onstage parts of the experience,
companies must also design the backstage work—the processes, policies, capabilities and systems required to
deliver a great overall experience reliably and at scale. The trick is to simultaneously design onstage and backstage elements so that customer and economic outcomes remain both ambitious and achievable (see Figure 2).
Work design is where operational gremlins reveal themselves. Well-intended managers might focus narrowly
on performance metrics, without noticing the effect on the experience. For example, building in delays between
steps for end-of-day batch processing might be an efficient way to increase throughput, but it will inadvertently
create a buffer that conceals failure, such as a defective service or data errors. That, in turn, makes it difficult to
find and fix root causes. By designing out sources of waste, such as oversupply of labor, backstage operations
can run at the pace and error tolerance expected by customers, particularly as new technologies take a greater role
in fulfilling customer needs. Think of ordering pizza through Amazon’s Alexa—the hidden magic of the experience turns on a well-designed, almost flawless, backstage operation.

4. Adapt the organization to support the new design.
Before performers and systems can deliver an exceptional service experience, the organization in which they
operate may itself need to be redesigned.
Consider the common case of a company launching a new self-service app for general information queries,
which would steer more complicated inquiries to qualified call agents. This has organizational implications: On
the one hand, fewer agents would be needed as more customers use the app. On the other hand, agents will
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Figure 2

Redesigning an episode involves both onstage and backstage activities
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need higher skills as the remaining calls now include a greater share of difficult inquiries. These changes entail
a redesign of call routing technology, call queue architecture, performer role types, performance metrics and
targets, agent recruitment, training and tools. The company should address and execute these design imperatives
before the service goes live.

Key questions to guide the design plan
Designing remarkable customer episodes that also improve a company’s economics requires a mix of capabilities
that are carefully choreographed to reliably deliver the new episodes at scale. Before starting the design process,
senior managers can answer a useful set of questions:
•

Have we spelled out an ambition that then cascades to customer, performer and economic outcomes?

•

Do we have an episode “game board” that outlines the full design scope by customer segment, product
group and episode?

•

How do we perform on each episode across customer, performer, operational and financial dimensions, and what
standards do we aspire to? Do we have performance-based scenarios of what it will take to achieve our ambition?

•

What key capabilities should underpin new designs?

•

What taxonomy translates the challenge into design units and prioritizes by size of opportunity?

•

Is there a common approach that design teams can use?

Clear-eyed answers to these questions form the basis for designing remarkable customer episodes with better
economics.
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